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The Problem We Started From

• Digital Libraries (DLs) are information systems that offer 
information services over large sets of digital objects

• The basic information service of a contemporary DL is essentially 
the same as that of a traditional library: to support users in 
discovering the digital objectsthat satisfy an information need, 
typically expressed as a query consisting of a short list of terms 

• Limitation of the informative services offered to the user by the 
current Digital Libraries � result given to the query is a list of the 
information objects without semantic relations among them



The Proposal
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…the introduction of anewsearch functionality for DLs
that does not return just a list of objects but anarrative

Narrative

a semantic network of events, with a possibly associated 
text, that are linked to the digital objects of the existing 
digital libraries and are endowed with a set of semantic 

relations connecting them to each other



Narratology Background
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• Aristotle

• Russian formalists

• Computational narratology studies narratives from a
computational perspective and develops narratological models�

In the Artificial Intelligence field storytelling systems use
narratives as interactive method.Ontologiesare developed to give
a formal computable representation of a narrative



Artificial Intelligence Background
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Study of Situation and Event Calculus theories in order to:

• identify the logical components of narratives (e.g. events, actions, fluents, 
physical objects, agents)

• identify types of events (e.g. generalized events, processes, mental events)

• Logical definitions:
o Event� Initiates(e, f, t) means that the occurrence of event e at time t

causes fluent f to become true, while Terminates(w, f, t) means that f
ceases to be true

o Mental event� Believes(Lois, x) 

x represents Flies(Superman)

Flies(Superman) is a proposition that specifies a mental 
object:  reification of the mental object that Superman flies  



Evaluation of  Ontology Learning Systems 
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Ontology Learning (OL) is a method to create ontologies in anautomatic or
semi-automatic way from text analysis

Limits:

• language dependent
• style dependent
• the quality of the ontologiesdeveloped using semi-automatic methods is still

worsethan the quality ofontologies developed by experts

Our main goals:

• Reliability of collected data

• Ontology independent from population techniques (automatic, semi-
automatic, manual)



Methodology
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The creation of aformal ontology in order toCOLLECT and VISUALIZE
knowledge aboutnarratives

Formalization of the problem

Computational analysis

Development of a new algorithm

Experimentation with a case study

Conceptualisation

Evaluation

Mathematical specification

Experimental implementation

Experimentation: biography of Dante

Evaluation



Conceptualisation
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Abstract model of the components of narratives, as derived from the
narratology and AI literature

A narrative consists of three main elements:

1. the fabula, the sequence of the events that compose the story in
chronological order

2. thenarratives, one or more texts that narrate the fabula and its/their author/s

3. the plot, a reference function that connects theeventsof a narration with a
fragment of atext that describes them



Fabula
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The fabula is built on top ofevents

In a fabula, events are connected to each other by three kindsof relations:

1. A mereologicalrelation, relating events to other events that include themas
parts,e.g., the birth of Dante Alighieri is part of the life of Dante

2. A temporal occurrencerelation, associating each event with a time interval
during which the event occurs. We formalize these relationsbetween events
using the Allen’s temporal logic

3. A causal dependencyrelation, relating events that in normal discourse are
predicated to have acause-effect relation in the narrator’s opinion,e.g., the
eruption of the Vesuvius caused the destruction of Pompeii



Narration
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Each narration of a fabula consists ofone or more narrators and a text, which
is authored by the narrator(s) and constitutes the narration

We focus on the only aspect that is functional to our model of narrative, namely
textual content that is the language expression that constitutes the content of a
piece of text



The Plot - Reference Function
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• The reference function connectseach portion of text that narrates an
event to the narrated event

• In order to model a reference we need to identify textualnarrative
fragments, each of which narrates a single event

• The reference function allowsderiving the plot of the narrative. By
visiting the text of the narration in its natural order, it ispossible to access
the narrative fragments and, via these, the events in the fabula,in the
order established by the narrator



A Mathematical Specification of  the Conceptualisation
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• A specification of conceptualisation inmathematical (set-theoretic) terms is
provided

• The choice of mathematics allows concentrating on the proper capturing of the
notions of the conceptualisationpostponing any language issue

A fabulaf is a 5-tuple f=(Ef,pf,bf,df,cf)consisting of: 

• A finite set of events, Ef⊂E

• The event composition function pf: Ef→Ef associating some event e1 in Ef with a different event e2 in Ef, 
such that e1 is a part of e2. In this case, e1 is a sub-event of e2 and e2 is a super-event of e1. 

• The event beginning function bf: Ef→T, associating each event e in Ef with a time-point t=bf(e)in T, such 
that event e starts at time bf(e). 

• The event ending function df: Ef→T, associating each event e in Ef with a time-point t=df(e)in T, such that 
event e ends at time df(e). 

• The causal dependence relation cf ⊆ Ef ×Ef, such that e1,e2∈cf if and only if event e2 causally 
depends on event e1



Validation of  the Conceptualisation 
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The experiment consists in using the conceptualisation for
expressing a narrative based on a short biography of the Italian
poet Dante Alighieri

In order to carry out the experiment, two instruments were used:

• An ontology to express the conceptualisation

• A computer systemto construct, store and access narratives



Selection of  an Existing Ontology 1/2
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The conceptualisation was expressed using standard ontologies, for
interoperability reasons

We selected two standard ontologies:

1. the CRM , a high-level ontology that allows to integrate the information
contained in data of the cultural heritage domain along withtheir correlation
with knowledge stored in libraries and archives

2. DOLCE-Lite-Plus (an extension of DOLCE), aiming at representing the
ontological categories underlying natural language and human common-sense

Both DOLCE+ and the CRMare adequate to express the conceptualisation of
narratives



Selection of  an Existing Ontology 2/2
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Our choice fell on theCRM for the following reasons:

• The CRM is an ISO standard since 2006 (ISO21127:2006) and renewed
2014 (ISO21127:2014). It offers a stronger guarantee undermany aspects: it is
widely known, it is regularly revised, it is universally accessible

• The CRM is specifically thought for thecultural heritage domain, and as
such it iscloser to the domain ofnarratives than DOLCE+, which is built
with software engineering in mind

• The Special Interest Group of the CRM continuously works for expanding
the domain of applicability of the ontology



An Ontology for Narratives 1/2 
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• CRM as reference vocabulary

• CRM has beenextended with notions that are specific for
narratives



An Ontology for Narratives 2/2
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Fabula
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Narration
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Provenance
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Creating Narratives
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On top of the ontology, we created a semi-automatic tool for 
building narratives, since we found no suitable tool to the needs 
of our research



Tool Interface
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• The tool retrievesand assigns 
URIs to the instances of the 
classes using Wikidata as 
resource

• The user can introduce new 
entities not present in Wikidata

• The instances are
automatically organizedin 
the classes of our ontology 
(e.g. place, people, 
organization etc.)



Mapping Between Classes of  Wikidata and Our 

Ontology
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• Mapping betweenclasses of our ontology and those ofWikidata



Event Creation and Timeline
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Causal and Mereological Relations
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The SW Architecture
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Visualisation: Timeline
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Visualization: graphs
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Visualization: Tables
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Evaluation 1/3
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Questionnaire to a historian who is an expert of Dante Alighieri’s life. We asked him 
about: 

1. The representational adequacy of the ontology
o The historian explored the narrative on the timeline and looked at the 

contextualization of the individual events of the fabula
o The use of external resources to enrich the narrative
o The representation of the provenance
o Different narratives of the same topic, created by different scholars

Result: The historian gave positive evaluation on the points above (4.3/5)

2. The effectiveness of a toolto build narratives
Results: 
o It is possible to formalize a significant narrative from 40 pages (104,013  

characters) of text in a matter of a few hours (80 events/7 hours)
o 70% of the entities used in the narration of the life of Dante are those 

defined in Wikidata



Evaluation 2/3
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3. The satisfaction of the historian’s requirements, defined at the beginning 
of the study � SPARQL queries and visualisation of the knowledge

- Extracted knowledge
o Events happened in a certain given range of time
o Events involving certain given entities (e.g. place, person)
o Events inter-linked by certain given relations (e.g. causal or 
mereological)

- Knowledge visualisation
o Visualising the fabula of a narrative on a timeline
o Visualising events along with their primary sources in table 
format, exportable in CSV format
o Primary sources in table format, exportable in CSV format
o Using network graphs to visualise an event and its related entities
o Using network graphs to visualise a certain given entity and its 
related events



Evaluation 3/3
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In order to validate the ontology ondifferent domains, representingdifferent
types of narratives, the narrative building tool and the underlying ontology are
currently being used by:

1. A Computer Science professor at the University of Pisa to represent the
history of Informatics , focussing on the Turing Award

2. A researcher in Computational Biology at the Italian National Research
Council (CNR) to narrate the discoveries related to thegiant squid

3. A Digital Humanities researcher at the CNR to create the narrative of the life
and works of the Austrian painterGustav Klimt and of the Italian poet
Dante Alighieri



Conclusions 1/3
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• The primary research question of this research was:could an
ontology be created to reasonably represent narratives?

• The hypotheseswere thatwritten natural language of narratives,
or oral narrative, could be interpreted and analysed in terms of
common and shared interests through digital libraries and these
shared interests should be highlygeneralised and abstracted to an
ontological representation



Conclusions 2/3
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Theprimary results obtained with the work of this thesis are that:

1. A methodological approach can exist that advocates an interpretative
analysis of written natural language narratives; more formally, the
interpretative analysis can be caught byknowledge engineeringand the
process of ontological modelling as an act ofontology engineering

2. An ontological representationof the narrative has been proposed. This uses
theCRM ISO standard as reference ontology

3. A semi-automatic toolhas been built to populate the ontology

4. A Web application has been designed and implemented tovisualize the
knowledgein a simple form, endowed with tables and graphs



Conclusions 3/3
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In order to introduce the narrative as new search functionality for digital
libraries:

• Our ontology can be used as vocabulary for inserting narratives in digital
libraries. Many digital libraries include texts that can beused to create
narratives

• Our tool may be used tobuild narratives and import themin a digital
library, since we used standard technologies to represent them

• The Web application can be used tovisualise narratives within digital
libraries



Future Work
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• Developing anexpansionof the search functionality of digital libraries for retrieving
narratives in response to users’ queries

• A collaboration was started with theSpecial Interest Group of the CIDOC CRM
Ontology targeted at the development of anextension of the CRM for the
representation ofnarratives

• extending the narrative ontology in order to

o represent and reason about the temporal relations between events; 

o represent in a richer way the text of narratives, called narrations, and the 
relation between narration fragments and their semantic counterparts, events 
and objects; 

• The methodology and the tools are disseminated asOpen Source Software for
research aims

• As future work, auser test to evaluate theusability andaccessibilityof the tool for
collecting and visualising knowledge has been planned
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Thank You

https://dlnarratives.eu


